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SUMMARY

This paper examines the social history of Kalahandi in western Orissa over the
1800–1950 period, in an attempt to explore the roots of the famine which haunts
the region even today. It delineates the pre-colonial origins of the crisis, and the
way Kalahandi’s colonisation reinforced the problems.

Kalahandi is in the north-west portion of the present-day Orissa province,
bordering Raipur (Madhya Pradesh) and the Koraput District in the west; the
Koraput District in the south; Bolangir, Sambalpur and Raipur in the north; and
the Koraput District and Baudh-Khondmals in the east. Originally a feudal state,
with five zamindaris (Karlapat, Mahulpatana, Madanpur-Rampur, Lanjigarh
and Kashipur),1 Kalahandi merged with Orissa on 1 January 1948. The present-
day Kalahandi district stretches across an area of 11,835 sq. km., and the breadth
from east to west is roughly about 140 km. It is an extension of the Eastern Ghats.
Bhawanipatana is the district headquarters.

Very little is known about Kalahandi’s past. During Panini’s time this region
was called Tailika Janapada, and it was famous for its trade in rhino hide. It seems
that its ruling family can be traced back to 1005 A.D. In a Narla Siva inscription
of the 13th century A.D., the region is referred to as Kamala Mandala, which can
be translated as ‘lotus’ or ‘prosperous’ region. It seems that this tract enjoyed an
autonomous status until the time of Raghuji Bhonsle II, when a tribute of Rs
5,330 was extracted from the Raja of Kalahandi (some time between 1766 and
1788 A.D.).2

We are told about the umrao system which existed in the pre-colonial period.
According to this system, tribal chiefs ruled clusters of villages, which had
common lands.3 Everything was based on customary laws, including the link-
ages with the rajas and the zamindars. These indigenous people had played a
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vital role in clearing the forests and in producing the surplus which sustained the
region. Their importance in statecraft is corroborated by the fact that in 1775
A.D. the Khariar Chief married his daughter to a tribal (Gond) chief of Narra in
order to strengthen his position vis-à-vis the Marathas.4 Similarly, in 1818 the
tribal chiefs ‘bought’ the freedom of the chief of Khariar, who had been held as
a captive at Nagpur because of his inability to pay Rs.1600/- to the Marathas.5

Their importance can also be grasped from the fact that the head of a particular
Kandha family (Pat Majhi) made the young prince of Kalahandi sit on his lap
during his coronation. These events not only reflect on the complex process of
the peasantisation/Hinduisation of the tribals, but also the attempt by the pre-
colonial ruling class to seek legitimacy from the tribals, especially the Kandhas,
who made up a very major component of the tribal population.

Attempts to Hinduise this region were justified by the need for access to and
control over its resources, as well as to absorb the consequent tensions. Efforts
were made to create a Brahminical order, which can be traced back to the fifth
century A.D., when land grants were made to the Brahmins by the Parvata
Dvarakas. This trend continued, and intensified during the Panduvansis or
Somavansis (6th – 11th century A.D.).6 The Brahminical order co-existed with
the umrao system. It proved to be vital in securing social legitimacy for the
changes taking place, which included the process of social stratification and the
peasantisation of tribal society.

While discussing the specificities of the evolution of the caste structure in
medieval Orissa, present-day scholars talk of the migration of Brahmins into
Orissa. Thus, they point to the assignment of land grants and the process of
peasantisation of tribals7 – a process with which the development of feudalism
and social stratification was linked. This involved the migration of Brahmins
from the Sambalpur-Raipur area into interior tracts such as Kalahandi, and the
emergence of Brahmins from among some of the tribal population. In the pre-
colonial period land grants were conferred on the ruler’s family members, as well
as on the upper crust of the tribal people, who desired Kshatriya status. We also
have 18th century evidence of the Kandhas resisting the pressures exerted on
them.8

The clearing of forests and the availability of agricultural space proved to be
attractive to the Kultas of the Raipur-Sambalpur belt. They would also settle
down at Kalahandi and, in fact, by the 19th century A.D. a conscious policy
seems to have been adopted to encourage them, as they were ‘industrious’ in
comparison to the tribal population.9 This label was distinctly associated with the
colonisation of the region and the efforts to tap its resources by the feudal section
of society and the colonists that are apparent from the mid-nineteenth century
onwards. These features were to form the backbone of a Brahmin-Kshatriya-
Kulta alliance which originated in the pre-colonial period, and extended its
power over the indigenous people, leading to encroachment upon the agricul-
tural space cleared by them.
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Fateh Narayan Deo’s reign (1831-1853) saw an attempt by the Kandhas to
resist the changes that were taking place – loss of lands they had cleared and
cultivated, desertions into the hills and forests, disruption of the agricultural
cycle, and scarcities. Their adversaries were very powerful, and nature seemed
to need appeasement through human sacrifices. The mariah sacrifice was
regarded as a necessary survival strategy – a point that is sometimes lost sight of
in portrayals of the ‘violent’ and ‘wild’ Kandhas, and their ‘zeal’ for sacrificing
humans. Although projected as something they had practised for generations, it
is highly probable that it was actually invented to cope with the sweeping
changes which had devastating effects on them, which we have discussed. The
fact that the mariah had to be bought, and, in this remote tract the zamindars
charged between Rs 20 and Rs 25 for each of them, not only reflects on the
importance attached to the mariah sacrifice, but also on how the zamindars made
profits out of the sacrifice.10

It is worth noting that the first reference to scarcities occurs in 1853.
Campbell, who was briefly present in connection with the ‘burden’ of suppress-
ing the mariah sacrifice, refers specifically to the failure of crops in the hills and
the plains of Kalahandi, and desertions due to famine and disease. He also refers
to ‘ruined tanks’.11 These are evidence for pre-colonial crisis and migrations –
a state of affairs that worsened substantially in the colonial period.

The suppression of the mariah sacrifice provided the basis of what was to be
a feudal/colonial alliance. This was perfected during the reign of Udit Narayan
Deo – the ‘28th king’ of Kalahandi – who succeeded his father in 1853. The
alliance was put to test in 1855. The Kandhas had not forgiven Macneill, the
Agent, who had arrested Rendo Majhi, the head of the Borikiya Kandhas, and
kept him at Russelkonda for his complicity in the mariah sacrifice. During
Macneill’s tour of Kalahandi in December 1855, he had Rendo Majhi tied and
exhibited as a warning to the Kandhas. The latter retaliated, and were joined by
the Kuttia Kandhas. The legendary Chakra Bisoi seems to have become a major
icon of this rebellion. The Agent was cornered by the rebels, and had to be
rescued by Dinabandhu Patnaik, the Kandha Mahal tahsildar.12

It is quite possible that the anti-mariah offensives in the mid-nineteenth
century gave impetus to the process of desertions by the indigenous people,
accompanied as they were with terror – burning and plundering of grain, which
may correlate with the food scarcity observed by Campbell in 1853. In 1856
Elliot saw abandoned land, which ‘had been once cultivated’, along with
‘extensive wastelands’.13 Thus, the anti-mariah crusade may have given the
indigenous people the first major push of the 19th century into the hilly, forested
interior of Kalahandi. For the tribal folk it was back to square one – the lands they
had cleared and cultivated were lost, and they had to begin all over again.

Dongarchas (shifting cultivation) was adopted not because it was ‘dear to
their heart’14 but because there was no other alternative. Some of the tribals who
did manage to survive in the plains continued with the old practice of settled
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agriculture. Nevertheless, for the vast majority, the beginnings of ‘modernity’
spelt doom.15

The process of devastating the environment was, however, only just begin-
ning. Around this time Kalahandi – incredibly – still had frost and snow in winter.
The people managed two rice crops a year, and, according to Elliot’s testimony
there were common tanks and wells shared by all.16 However, the beginnings of
a shift away from rice production were evident. Clearing forests for cultivation,
the problems of cultivating on hill tops, and water constraints all led to a greater
dependence on mandia (millet), ragi, kotkee, etc. The dongarchasis’ diet began
to shift from one that was based on rice to dry crops. This also implied drinking
mohwa instead of handia.17 What needs to be emphasised is that, as with
dongarchas, the change in diet was a response to forces that were largely
external, and over which the people had very little control. Their re-orientation
to these changes was part of a resistance/survival strategy.

Kalahandi came directly under colonial rule during Udit Narayan Deo’s
time, in 1863, and this was formalised by the sanad of 1867. It must have been
a prized acquisition for the empire, going by the fact that it was the only Orissan
princely state to be accorded a nine gun salute.18 A region that had seen a very
limited level of capital proliferation19 was dragged into the colonial system, as
well as its associated features – viz.: market forcest, price fluctuations, money
power, etc. The Kandhas, Gonds, Dombs and Gowdas were again disrupted, this
time by the force of the profit motive. There was a rapid increase in the traffic
in and export of grain and artefacts, culminating in 1883,20 when the railway line
up to Rajnandgaon was inaugurated. The ‘food scarcity’ of 1868 may have been
the first symptom of these upheavals.21

During the tenure of Udit Narayan Deo, a deliberate policy was adopted to
encourage the Kultas to occupy the agricultural areas.22 They were needed to
provide the state with far greater resources than the ‘unproductive’/‘lazy’
Kandhas. Such epithets not only fail to comprehend the pre-capitalist nature of
tribal production, but also the systematic terror and land alienation that the tribal
folk were exposed to. The same attitudes had a crippling effect on agriculture
and, in fact, created the basis for a crisis-ridden system from which recovery was
impossible. Furthermore, forest restrictions and high rent demands were im-
posed, hitting both those who had been forced out to the hills and those who had
stayed on in the plains. Added to all this was the menace of the Kultas, who had
been constantly outmanoeuvring the Khonds and the other indigenous people.23

The people had not entirely given up the path of confrontation and self-
assertion. A cycle seemed to be over when Udit Narayan Deo died in 1881: his
death was the signal for a rebellion. Their survival strategy made them deter-
mined to oust the Kultas. Appeals were made to the Chief Commissioner to solve
their problems, and when nothing was done to redress their grievances the
Kandhas, Gonds, Gowdas and Dombs ‘attached’ the property of their rivals in
broad daylight, unaccompanied by any personal violence. Out of the 142 villages
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‘plundered’, 69 villages belonged to the Kultas, 27 to the Telis, 17 to the Malis,
12 to the Gonds, 9 to Kombhars, 6 to Gowdas, and one each to the Joshis and the
Mohantis.24

These actions were widely perceived as just and fair. The composition of the
participants demolishes the label of ‘Kandha rebellion’, ascribed to this move-
ment. Similarly, the details of their actions show how, although the Kultas were
the central target, other exploiters were not spared. What is remarkable is that,
on the appeals of the colonial administrators, most of the ‘stolen’ property (viz.:
cash, brass utensils, ornaments, cows, buffaloes, etc.) excepting the grain –
which they saw as something that originally belonged ‘to them’ – was returned.
The indigenous people, thus raised a moral issue which the feudals/colonialists
could never grasp. Even some of the grain was returned, and although the Kultas
alleged that vast amounts of grain were not returned, the indigenous people
accused the former of exaggerating the amount taken by them, and simultane-
ously confessed that they had consumed a portion of it.25

When Berry reached Khariar (April 1882) he seemed to be quite clear about
the problem of the Kandhas. However, the Kultas could not be left unaided. His
efforts to win over the Kandhas by issuing land leases did not produce any result.
The indigenous people wanted the Kultas to go, since even if settled as ryots
under the Kandha Majhis they would ‘eventually come forward and oust them
from their villages’.26

The ‘bent arrow’ and the ‘rope with a knot’ circulated in different parts of the
state, and signalled the beginning of the rebellion in which some Kultas were
killed. We need not go into all the barbaric details of the counter-insurgency
operations; it is enough to note that about 13 Kandha villages and the grain which
they preserved were burnt down.27 Needless to say, these actions, which united
the feudals and the colonialists, reinforced the already existing crisis.

These events coincided with an intensive drive to tap forests – stealing them
from the people who had managed to survive in the plains, and from those who
had been displaced. Severe restrictions were imposed on the use of forests.
Timber products were needed to build the railway line connecting Kalahandi to
Rajnandgaon. Each sleeper of the railway line – which became operational in
1883 – not only contributed to the devastation of Kalahandi’s ecology, but also
led to the sufferings of those who worked at the site with meagre or no wages,
or those whose lands were taken over, without any compensation.28

The countering of the ‘Kandha’ rebellion and the rail link were comple-
mented by the two summary settlements of 1883 and 1888.29 Under the direct
supervision of the colonists, who had taken over Kalahandi’s administration
since 1882, these had far-reaching consequences. They polarised and legitimised
features already visible in the pre-colonial/colonial period – viz.: the loss of land
of the indigenous people and their shift into the hilly and forested interior. Thus,
most of the good lands and most of the villages passed on to the Brahmins and
the Kultas. The former dominated the north-east, the latter, the south-west. The
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formal abolition of the umrao system dealt a further blow to the position of the
tribals.

The summary settlements significantly reinforced the process of social
stratification, which had originated in the pre-colonial phase. The social/power
structure was dominated by the raja at the top, who had five or six zamindars
(who were members of the ruling family) under him. The raja held the khalsa
land directly under him and granted maufi tenures to gods and Brahmins. The
state paid a paltry amount to the British, called peshkush. This amounted to Rs
16,000 in 1938. However, the resources siphoned off were massive. In 1894 the
total income of the state was Rs 111,000; in 1933-34 its total land revenue alone
was about Rs 212,698; and by 1938 its total income stood at Rs 625,000. In a
period of 44 years the total income of the state had increased by more than five
times.

The zamindars also contributed to the perfection of the exploitative system.
The zamindars had sub-zamindars under them, who were quite powerful, and
levied their own tolls and taxes. The colonial administration was closely aligned
with the zamindars, and by the twentieth century the former’s presence was felt
in the remotest corners of the state.

Conventional practices included the recruitment of forced labour. This was
supposedly abolished in 1923, and a cess was imposed in lieu of it. Nevertheless,
the practice continued, and monetisation coexisted with feudal exploitation,
crippling the people. Then there was rasad – forced supply of various items. The
state had monopoly rights on almost everything, so commodities ranging from
forest products to grain were ‘bought’ for paltry amounts.30

A highly organised mechanism of trade developed, through which the
durbar, zamindars, goantias and traders made massive profits. An ex-raja of
Kalahandi has written of the province’s ‘golden past’, and he relates how 50,000
tons of paddy was exported to Bengal during the 1943 Bengal famine.31 One can
well imagine the huge profits made through this, especially as during the
preceding phase, grain was not allowed to be exported out of the state, in the
name of preventing scarcity.32

Among the other ways adopted to extract money were the innumerable
cesses, which assumed alarming proportions between the 1880s and 1940s.
These included nistar (forest cess), at 2 annas per rupee of rent paid; a patwari
cess at 1 anna per rupee of rent paid; a cess at Re.1 annually on industrial castes;
a sukhabasi cess on the landless at 4 annas per hearth a year; a hospital and a
school cess; and, magan for every occasion considered important by the royal
household. The concept of compensation to those whose lands were taken over,
or, remissions/suspensions in years of crisis was unknown.

The magnitude of the problem can also be judged from the level of
enhancement after settlements. Thus, the 1911 settlement led to a 30% enhance-
ment for the villages, with a 50% hike for individual peasants. Similarly, the
1922 settlement was marked by a 60% increase for the villages and a 100% rise
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in the tax paid by the ryots. The land tax in Kalahandi was also higher than the
neighbouring states. And, seen, in the perspective outlined above, one can well
imagine the pressure on the peasants and tribals in the region, and how perpetual
crisis became virtually part of the system.33

At the village level the Brahmins and the Kulta goantias dominated the
power structure. They were the landed elements, who also dominated money-
lending and the grain trade. One should mention here the indigenous internal
exploiters within tribal society, who might either seek upward social mobility,
and get fused into the caste system, or continue to identify themselves as tribals.
It may be relevant to refer here to the 12 Gond villages which were ‘plundered’
in 1882. And, although we have no evidence of Kandha goantias, it is highly
probable that some, among those who stayed behind in the plains, acquired these
rights and became absorbed into the caste system. We can also refer to the Dombs
who emerged as creditors.34

The goantias were landed elements. Every village was held by a goantia, and
the maufi villages had sikmi goantias. The built-in logic of parasitism is
demonstrated by the fact that goanti rights were frequently auctioned off to the
highest bidder. The power of these goantias pivoted around their tax collecting
role, with which came vital privileges. They owned the best land (bhogra). They
could reclaim waste land and take over land surrendered by ejected peasants.
They were supposed to construct water sources, and, were originally rewarded
by the durbar for these. However, although the water systems were built through
the recruitment of forced labour, they were subsequently stolen from the people.
Between Elliot’s time (1856) – when access to water was relatively easy – and
the post-summary settlement period, water system rights were appropriated and
monopolised by the goantias. The goantias’ power stretched, without any legal
basis, into the dongerla area. They tapped the dongarchasis and appropriated the
resources that were obtained.35

The villages had some officials – viz.: Jhankar, Chaukidar and Nariah.
Besides, service tenures were held by washermen and barbers. The occupancy
tenants had no rights. Some of them leased out portions of their land to others in
return for paddy or cash rents. The sukhabasi were those who held homesteads
not above 0.25 decimals. Together with the agricultural labourers they worked
for others. The normal working day was eleven hours for which in the early part
of the 20th century men received 3 seers of paddy and women half that amount.
This became 25 paise for males in 1942 and 37 paise in 1945. The forced
labourers were recruited from among the occupancy tenants, sukhabasis and the
agricultural labourers.

Large parts of Kalahandi were not surveyed even up to the 1940s. Most of the
dongarla area was part of this unsurveyed region. Although not assessed
systematically, the tribal folk inhabiting them were sometimes taxed on the seed
capacity of the strips they had cleared for cultivation, or, the number of ploughs
and axes owned by them. In the 20th century, settlements were made quite
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frequently (in 6 to 20 years) with these people.36 The mode of assessment and the
regularity of the settlements, coupled with the nature of cultivation, made things
extremely difficult for the people in the dongarla area.

Seeing things in the perspective I have delineated, a highly parasitic system
had emerged to siphon off resources and sustain itself. The people worked under
very difficult conditions. However, what they produced could sustain the
landless, for example, for 4 to 6 months after which they had to live on ragi,
mango stone, edible roots and tamarind seeds. Given this, in order to survive they
had to search for alternatives: loans, which pushed they into a debt trap, or
migration to far off places such as Assam, where they were classified as ‘criminal
tribes’.

The debt structure was linked to a vicious cycle of prices and seasons, which
produced a trap from which recovery was impossible. Foodgrain prices were
lowest immediately after the harvest, and dearest immediately before the
harvest. For example, the price of rice fluctuated between 12.130kg and
16.800kg. per rupee and that of mandia between 20.527kg and 29.857kg per
rupee in 1912. Similarly, the price of rice rose from 18.660kg. per rupee in
September 1918 to 8.864kg. per rupee in March 1919, and that of mandia rose
from 23.325kg. per rupee in April 1918 to 11.662kg. per rupee in March 1919.
In 1933-34 the price of rice was 31 seers per rupee in December, but was 20 seers
per rupee between July and September. In the same period, the price of mandia
was 40 seers per rupee in April, May, January and February and 32 seers per
rupee between July to November and March. Local factors such as rumours
about impending scarcity, as well as general features affecting the colonial
economy (e.g.. the First World War and the Great Depression) also reinforced
the problem. And a harvest ‘boom’ might actually be followed by scarcities,
because of the hoarding of grain by traders.37 The local traders profited im-
mensely, and settled down in ‘masonry houses’ at Bhawanipatana.

By the end of the 19th century, a brisk trade of selling cloth and purchasing
grain had developed. Rice that had been appropriated from the indigenous people
was a high priority trading item.38 This demolishes the dichotomy often made
between the ‘traditional’, ‘subsistence’ sector and the modern ‘cash crop’ sector.

The death-blow to agricultural production was thus rooted in the systemic
crisis, and not in the increase of population from 133,483 in 1871-72 to 655,194
in 1931 (or 15.92 lakhs in 1991, which is only 5 % of the total population of the
state of Orissa).39 The 20th century witnessed a polarisation of the affluent landed
elements – raja, zamindars and the goantias – on one side, and the agricultural
labourers, poor peasants and shifting cultivators on the other side. The latter were
systematically sucked dry by the feudal/colonial system.

The problem for the shifting cultivators in the dongarla area was made more
acute due to soil erosion and the consequent damage to the ecosystem. The water
retention capacity of the soil was severely diminished. This point is of some
significance, given the rainfall data outlined in Table 1.40
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The average annual rainfall was not particularly low: between 1902-3 and 1907-
8 it was 55.83 mm.41 The problem of soil erosion/water retention ability of the
soil is also relevant to the devastation by floods which struck the plains in 1927.42

The cropping pattern and the irrigation details for the 1946-50 period43 also
demonstrate the crisis in agriculture production (Tables 2 to 4).

Range in mm Number of years

  901-1000 3
1001-1100 2
1101-1200 6
1201-1300 7
1301-1400 2
1401-1500 8
1501-1600 11
1601-1700 2
1701-1800 2
1801-1900 2
1901-2000 1

TABLE 1. Rainfall data for the years 1901-1950

Paddy 348217.23 acres
Ragi 13820.46 acres
Kudo,Gurji, etc. 158710.2 acres

(total 520747.89 acres)

TABLE 2. Acreage of crops, 1946-1950

Cropped area: 520747.89 acres
Irrigated land: 641021.00 acres
Area for which irrigation was not available: 120273.11 acres

TABLE 3. Irrigation details, 1946-1950
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1. Government controlled reservoirs: irrigation – 2637
2. -do- which do not serve the purpose of irrigation – 824
3. Reservoirs in ryoti khata irrigation – 1013
4. -do- which do not serve the purpose of irrigation – 132
5. Wells pucca – 114
6. -do- kutcha – 9976

TABLE 4. Number of water reservoirs, 1946-1950

This list is only the official perception, which may camouflage the real
picture, as the Kalahandi durbar did not publish annual administrative reports.
In confirmation, Cobden-Ramsay mentions the absence of food scarcity in
1900,45 following the region’s second officially reported famine in 1899.

The eternal crisis drove people to cattle-lifting and burglary, which can be
interpreted as a part of their survival strategy. The total absence of sex related
crimes, the virtual absence of dacoity (5 cases in 1910; 2 cases in 1935-36), the
theft of foodgrain and the small amount of valuables stolen in comparison,46

indicate the nature of ‘crime’/‘criminality’.
The structure of power and the social hierarchy, coupled with the crisis

system and the problems of survival, perhaps explain the virtual isolation of
Kalahandi from the nationalist movement that swept many of the princely states.
The only record is related to an attempt to establish an Adivasi Sevamandal by

Year Nature of crisis

1856 Food Scarcity
1868 -do-

(first official reporting)
1897 Famine
1899 -do-
1919-20 -do-
1922-23 Partial scarcity
1925-26 -do-
1929-30 -do-

TABLE 5. Nature of recorded crises, 1856-1930

These are very rough estimates which, most probably, do not take the shifting
cultivators into account. Nevertheless, all these features together account for the
sporadic scarcities and droughts throughout the region, up to 1950. In fact,
records of these are as frequent as the visits of officials compiling the annual
administration reports, or of census officials (Table 5).44
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Apudu Sahoo at the Kashipur zamindari in November 1947. This sought to
educate the Kandhas and Dombs, and campaigned against begari and free
supplies. This body was outlawed and the four-anna Kandha and Domb recruits
were arrested and beaten.47

When Kalahandi merged with Orissa on 1 January 1948 it raised the hopes
and aspirations of the people. However, the fact that the goantias remained,
implied the retention of the local agency of exploitation on which the crisis
system was based. Moreover, by the time the goantia system was formally
abolished in 1956, they had re-structured and consolidated themselves. Thus, the
power and position of the goantias have remained intact, like those of the Oriya
landlords.48 The limited possibility for land reform in Orissa has prevented any
major re-structuring. Bonded labourers were ‘detected’ in Kalahandi in 1976,
and the system exists even today. The daily wages were Rs 4 in 1975, and is
between Rs 8 and Rs 10 today. The length of a working day is the same even
today.

CONCLUSION

The above narrative has described various specificities associated with Kalahandi.
By focusing on the pre-colonial origins of the crisis, I have contested scholarship
that overemphasises the links between colonisation and the devastation of the
forests and the suffering of the people, and implicitly glorifies the pre-colonial
period.49 By delineating stages in the evolution of colonialism,50 including its
alliance with the feudal order, I have attempted to explain its profound impact
on the people and the forests. And by emphasising the intricate relationship
between the people and the ecology of Kalahandi, I have explored the under-
development of the region in terms of its social history.51

The continuation of the crisis since independence has made Kalahandi a
metaphor for famine.52 The symptoms of this crisis have been evident, since the
1970s, in features such as landlessness, migrations, increased debts, dacoities,
robberies, and burglaries. Modern sources also refer to rioting, suicides and an
increase in drunkenness, which are new elements both of protest and of a
response to an eternal crisis that threatens to obliterate the people (Table 6).

Year Nature of crisis

1954-55 Drought
1965-66 -do-
1974-75 -do-
1984-85 -do-

TABLE 6. Crises from 1954 to 1985
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From the 1980s up to the present, the region has seen the stabilisation of the
famine/drought/scarcity situation.53

Plans for developing the region, as well as most of Western Orissa, are yet
to take off. In Kalahandi, the irrigation facilities remain highly deficient.54 As
pointed out in a recent study, the few irrigation projects that have been
undertaken so far are mostly in the form of renovating or expanding the age-old
irrigation tanks owned by the ex-royal families or the ex-goantias. Moreover, the
peoples’ representatives own irrigated lands, and do not depend primarily on
agriculture for their living. Besides, demand for irrigation systems among these
people, and other politicians, is not aimed at improving agriculture, but to
develop industry. The level of support for the Indravati project, compared with
the relative silence on projects like lower Sundar, Indra, Sandul and Udanti –
which would benefit the chronic drought-prone areas – can be cited as evidence
to illustrate this point.

NOTES

1 Kashipur, one of the zamindaris, merged with the Koraput district.
2 Nilamani Senapati and D.C. Kuanr, Orissa District Gazetteers: Kalahandi, Cuttack,
1980, pp. 41, 42, 50, 58.
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